
Fotona

Dual wavelength laser system

Following its launch at IDS in March 2011, Fotona’s dual wave-
length (Er:YAG and Nd:YAG) LightWalker laser system quickly 
earned widespread industry appreciation and highly respected 
technology and innovation awards. Today, it is a preferred laser 
system of dental perfectionists and forward-thinking professionals 
who wish to upgrade their dental experience with new treatment 
possibilities that only the latest technology can offer. Owing to 
Fotona’s advanced R&D capabilities which regularly introduce new 
features, software updates and usability improvements that fur-
ther enhance the system’s comprehensive feature set, it remains 
one of the most leading edge and reliable laser systems on the 
market. With the most state-of-the-art design, engineering and 
patented technologies, offering a wide range of highly effective 
TwinLight® hard- and soft-tissue treatments, aiming at providing 
the most extensive list of applications of any dental laser made 
today, LightWalker will continue to set standards for cutting-edge 
laser technology in years to come.

Fotona d.o.o.
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LASERVISION

Lightweight magnifying goggle for laser treatment

Laser-safe loupes are especially required in dentistry. Owing to 
the optical characteristics of a loupe the protection of the eyes 
is notably considered. When used in laser-assisted applications, 
loupes allow for an increase in the power- and energy density of 
the laser. Within dentistry, precise laser treatments and, as a con-
sequence, successful treatment outcomes can be achieved 
using loupes. The new F27 magnifying eyewear combines 
the already proven F22 eyewear frame and a newly de-
veloped adapter with the magnifying glass of one 
of the leading German manufacturers. Owing to 
the large number of available laser protection 
filters for this spectacle frame, a suitable mag-
nifying glass can be configured for almost every 
laser-assisted application. Especially in combi-
nation with the HR2.5x/340 mm binocular 
loupe, the new F27 loupes cover almost 
the entire range of laser-assisted applica-
tions. Moreover, laservision offers magnifi-
ers with working distances of 340, 420 and 
520 mm. For further information on the 
available shields for the innovative laser 
safety loupes, contact  LASERVISION 
GmbH & Co. KG—we are always at your 
disposal.
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